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Our Games
Game

Description
Toxic Bunny is a fast paced platform action adventure game. Released on DOS in
Toxic Bunny French, English, Polish and Dutch. Toxic Bunny was published by Vision Software here
in South Africa and Softkey in Europe
The Tainted is a action RPG Game set in the future. Built on an isometric engine that
The Tainted runs on Windows 95. Sporting devious AI, great particle eﬀects and an array of multi
player options never seen at the time.
Toxic Bunny is what would happen if the Looney Toons & Monty Python were heavily
Toxic Bunny
armed and thrown into a blender with the best (and worst) movies of the 90's and
HD
turned the results into a retro platform game.
A psychological platformer puzzle game in which you take control two characters
Montez
simultaneously.
Battle Arena Drones is an online multiplayer arena shooter which is still in
BAD
development.

Our Tools
We are in the habit of building tools to assist us in our own productions, some of these tools we have
made available for use by other developers. If you need support or are just looking for some general
information on the tools please follow the links below.
Tool

Description

Release
Manager

Release Manager is a tool built to manage releases of your
games across multiple platforms. It is geared towards ease of
use and small download footprints. Release Manager
incorporates a Launcher designer as well as a powerful patching
solution.

Laur Studio

Laur Studio is a customizable studio for building lua solutions.

Fun Stuﬀ
Games jams and the like will all be linked here.
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